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Research Handbook on Big Data Law Roland Vogl 2021-05-28 This state-of-the-art Research
Handbook provides an overview of research into, and the scope of current thinking in, the field
of big data analytics and the law. It contains a wealth of information to survey the issues
surrounding big data analytics in legal settings, as well as legal issues concerning the
application of big data techniques in different domains.
Educational Reform and International Baccalaureate in the Asia-Pacific Coulson, David
Gregory 2021-02-19 The need to reform secondary-level education to prepare young people for
new economic realities has emerged. In an age of constant career changing, cognitive flexibility
is a top-priority skill to develop in today’s students. This shift requires methodological innovation
that enhances children’s natural abilities as well as updated, focused teacher education in order
to prepare them adequately. Educational Reform and International Baccalaureate in the AsiaPacific is a collection of innovative research that examines the development and
implementation of IB curricula. Highlighting a wide range of topics including critical thinking,
student evaluation, and teacher training, this book is ideally designed for educators, curriculum
developers, instructional designers, administrative officials, policymakers, researchers,
academicians, and students.
Dumb and Dumber Matt Palumbo 2020-12-29 In America’s early days, most immigrants
entered America through New York. For many, New York was synonymous with America and
the American dream itself—a beacon of hope for the rest of the world. Now, for the first time
ever, people are fleeing New York by the millions. Plagued by high taxes, big government,
excessive regulations, and other obstacles to liberty, there are few reasons for one to want to
remain in the state under Governor Andrew Cuomo’s leadership. And in New York City, which
houses nearly half of the state’s population, Mayor Bill de Blasio has been doing everything in
his power to accelerate the decline and bring the city back to its pre–Rudy-Giuliani days.
Corruption and Illiberal Politics in the Trump Era Donna M. Goldstein 2022-09-23 This book
explores the nexus of corruption, late capitalism, and illiberal politics in the Trump era. Through
deep, contextualized analysis and careful critique, it offers valuable perspectives on how
corruption is defined and understood in the current historical moment. The book asks: Is today's
corruption something new, or is it a continuation of prior patterns of illiberalism? Chapters in this
collection consider how corruption is practiced, mobilized, or invoked in a range of cases, each
of which is embedded within larger concerns about what citizenship, social belonging, honesty,
and justice mean in the United States today. The authors examine a constellation of
unscrupulous actors and questionable actions, with topics ranging from sex scandals and
shady real estate deals to the Trump administration’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Several essays directly address the increasingly violent rhetoric and the deliberately anti-

democratic policies that have flourished during the Trump era. The book draws on
anthropological insights and comparative analysis to place the policies and practices of Trump
and his supporters in a wider global context. Corruption and Illiberal Politics in the Trump Era
will be of great interest to readers from anthropology, sociology, political science, discourse
studies, media studies, linguistics, and American studies.
Contemporary Cases in U.S. Foreign Policy Ralph Carter 2021-03-12 "The sixth edition begins
with a brief introduction into foreign policymaking and the case study approach. Thirteen
original case studies written expressly for this edited volume then follow. The cases deal with a
wide range of policy areas: national security, homeland security, diplomacy, trade, immigration,
epidemics, climate change, and Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election"-Handbook of Business-to-Business Marketing Lilien, Gary L. 2022-07-15 This path-breaking
Handbook is targeted primarily at marketing academics and graduate students who want a
comprehensive overview of the academic state of the business-to-business marketing domain.
It will also prove an invaluable resource for forward-thinking business-to-business practitioners
who want to be aware of the current state of knowledge in their domains.
Insight Turkey 2020/04 - The Future of The Libyan Crisis 2020-12-01 Libya is one of the most
important regional actors in the Middle East and North Africa region in terms of its geographical
location and geostrategic importance. In 2011, Qaddafi was ousted from power raising the
hopes of the Libyan people for a democratic regime. Unfortunately, Libya, one of the most
interesting fronts of the Arab insurgencies and revolutions, has disintegrated into a severe civil
war and a regional crisis. The reasons behind this are both internal and external. While the
clash between the state, non-state, and armed actors within Libya have threated the internal
stability, the intervention of some regional and global actors has incited the conflict further.
Authoritarian regimes and pro status-quo states such as the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
Saudi Arabia, and Egypt have been against the Arab uprisings as they did not want the will of
the people to be reflected in the Middle East and Arab countries’ administrations. Within this
context, these states did not allow the emergence of an encompassing and pluralist political
structure in Libya. Furthermore, most international and regional powers such as France,
Russia, and the United States have also been supporting this authoritarian coalition. Haftar,
who had little influence during the revolution and lived outside of Libya for a long time,
attempted a military coup in 2014 by rejecting the authorities of legitimate political actors in the
country, with the support of these states. The Government of National Accord (GNA), which is
recognized as the only legitimate representative of the Libyan state and people by many
international institutions, most notably the United Nations, suppressed Haftar’s coup attempt.
However, the abovementioned states continue to invest in Haftar’s forces. After having
amassed enough armed forces with the support of a large coalition of states, Haftar launched a
comprehensive military attack to take over the capital city of Tripoli in April 2019, to offset-up
another autocratic regime in Libya. While everyone saw the capital Tripoli passing into the
hands of Haftar as inevitable and only a matter of time,turning a blind eye to the situation,
Turkey stepped in and upset all the calculations. As a result, Turkey increased its presence in
Libya after two memorandums of understanding (MoUs) were signed with the GNA in
November 2019. With these two memorandums, Turkey has determined and declared its sea
border in the Eastern Mediterranean and made a commitment to the GNA. Accordingly, when
needed and requested by GNA, Turkey is ready to provide all kinds of military support.
Especially since January 2020, Turkey has supported the GNA militarily and financially in its
struggle against Haftar. The GNA forces supported by Turkey defeated the Haftar troops and
forced them to withdraw from a large area in the Western part of the country. Turkey, which has
altered the whole balance of power in Libya within a short time with the new dynamics, has
changed the course of the crisis and the civil war in the country. Haftar and his supporters, who
preferred only military methods, had to declare a unilateral ceasefire and to sit down at the
diplomatic negotiation table. At the same time, Turkey persuaded some countries that are

flirting with both sides to strengthen their relationship with the GNA. Developments in Libya
directly influence Turkey, since Libya is a very important country for Turkey in the context of
both the history of bilateral relations as well as the regional balance of power. Therefore, since
the first days of the revolution, Turkey has been in close relations with the legitimate actors in
order to protect the territorial integrity and political independence of the Libyan state. With its
support both in the conflict area and at the negotiating table, Turkey ensured that the GNA
remains an effective actor. Thus, Turkey has prevented the persons and groups which are
under the control of the anti-Turkish coalition during the post-Arab spring period. On the other
hand, Turkey has negated all anti-Turkey moves, formations, and processes within the newly
emerged strategic regional equation. In this sense, the legitimate Libyan government came to
the fore as a regional actor that it can work with. After signing a ceasefire agreement in October
2020, in Geneva, the political peace talks started under the auspices of the United Nations
acting envoy to Libya, Stephanie Williams, and the warring sides have reached a preliminary
agreement to a roadmap for elections. The two rival sides have agreed to hold both
parliamentary and presidential elections in December 2021. If the process is completed
successfully, the future of the country will be determined after these elections hopefully with an
end to the discord in the country. The Libyan issue is a complex crisis with which many local,
regional, and global actors have become involved. Therefore, the resolution of the crisis will
only be possible with international consensus. In order to solve the crisis, a negotiation process
must begin after securing a sustainable ceasefire agreement, all segments of the Libyan
society must be included, and the two sides must reconcile on civil and democratic principles.
Only then can a reconstruction of the state and a reform process in political, economic and
security spheres be initiated. This issue of Insight Turkey focuses on underscoring both
promises of internal reconstruction and challenges fueled by different external actors
intervening in the Libyan crisis. This latest issue includes five commentaries and three insightful
research articles that explore the Libyan conflict from different perspectives. While some pieces
focus on the role of different actors in the crisis, others analyze the reconstruction efforts. While
the civil war has pitted Libyans against each other, foreign interventions have hindered the
resolution of the civil war. In this regard, Yahia H. Zoubir’s commentary presents a coherent
framework of the foreign powers involved in the Libyan conflict and their interests. Zoubir
argues that unless those foreign powers have achieved their goals in Libya, an end to the civil
war anytime soon remains unlikely. Talha Köse and Bilgehan Öztürk provide a rigorous
analysis of the external interventions in Libya and the logic behind each intervention, between
offensive, defensive, opportunistic, or ideological. Understanding the full picture in Libya
requires us to fully grasp the Turkish role and motivation for the Libyan conflict. To do so,
?smail Numan Telci underlines the factors and challenges that made it difficult for Turkey to
implement its peaceful plans in Libya and argues that Turkey will continue to be an active
supporter of peace and stability in the country. Tarek Megerisi briefly analyzes Europe’s
relations with post-revolutionary Libya and European policies on Libya to conclude by stating
that a continuing struggle between the EU member states over how to handle the new world,
that is emerging in the wake of the pax-Americana, is also exposed in European policy on
Libya. Ali Bakir’s article aims to discuss the United Arab Emirates’ interventions in Libya in
terms of their nature, extent, motives, goals, and repercussions. Bakir tries to answer the
questions of why Abu Dhabi has been able to act with impunity in Libya despite being the top
foreign player fueling the war there for many years, and whether it will be able to achieve its
goals and continue its interventions in Libya or not. France, while actively allying with the UAE,
Egypt, and Saudi Arabia, has aggressively confronted Turkey and undermined the
internationally recognized Libyan Government of National Accord. On this basis, Timothy Reid
seeks to examine the premises of the French policy toward Libya and its real intentions behind
these actions. Guma el-Gamaty highlights the strong foundations and drivers for the TurkishLibyan strategic alliance which allowed Turkey eventually to provide timely and decisive support

for the legitimate Government of National Accord. He argues that the Turkish strategic
relationship and cooperation with Libya over the coming decades will contribute to lasting
peace as well as institution and state-building. Based on empirical evidence, Shatha Sbeta and
Mohamed Abufalgha advocate for a comprehensive framework to address the political,
economic, and social challenges facing Libya. Their proposal draws a clear roadmap that
begins with establishing trust and extending the authority of the government across the Libyan
territory. Murat Aslan, focusing on state, non-state, and armed actors, analyses Libya’s postQaddafi fragile state structure and struggles to build the internal order. He argues that these
actors pose a repeating and paradoxical dilemma in which the root causes can be scrutinized
by investigating the security culture inherited from Qaddafi’s regime. Four off-topic manuscripts
conclude this issue of Insight Turkey. This issue places a special emphasis on the
insurmountable deadlock that tackled the Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict resolution process. Farid
Shafiyev and Vasif Huseynov in their off-topic commentary assert that this deadlock is due to
the failure of the peace negotiations brokered by different actors to deliver any progress as well
as the constant provocations of Armenian military and political leaders, which eventually led to
the outbreak of an almost full-scale war on September 27, 2020. As the COVID-19 pandemic
continues, refugees are in constant danger because they live in highly congested
environments. Within this context, Mahmood Monshipouri, Burcu Akan Ellis, and Cassidy
Renee Yip call for a new approach to cope with the pandemic while arguing that helping
refugees to curb the spread of the current coronavirus cannot be divorced from social contexts.
Lukáš Tichý, Jan Maza?, and Zbyn?k Dubský present a modified concept of the EU actorness
in energy relations and deals with the identification of its criteria. Based on a predefined
methodology, the article also analyses dimensions of actorness in the external energy relations
with Algeria. Written by Shamkhal Abilov, Ceyhun Mahmudlu, and Natig Abdullayev, the last
research article focuses on the dispute between Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan over the
delimitation of the Caspian Sea. This article aims to find out whether the new Convention of
2018 on the status of the Caspian Sea resolved the long-standing dispute and to assess the
potential of implementing the Trans Caspian Pipeline under the new conditions. With one more
year coming to an end, we are pleased to present to our readers yet another insightful issue of
Insight Turkey that aims to bring the Libyan crisis to the attention of the politicians, intellectuals,
and academicians. With the hope that you will find this issue informative and interesting, we are
looking forward to providing you with more next year.
YÖKD?L Sosyal Bilimler ?ngilizce S?nav Haz?rl?k Kitab? Hidayet Tuncay YÖKD?L Sosyal
Bilimler ?ngilizce S?nav Haz?rl?k Kitab? hakk?nda; Kitap toplam dört ana bölümden
olu?maktad?r: 1. Bölüm: YÖKD?L Gramer Tekrar? ve Al??t?rma Çal??malar?: Bu bölümde,
s?nava haz?rlananlar?n gereksinim duyabilecekleri toplam 10 temel dilbilgisi konusu ele
al?nm?? olup, her konu k?sa k?sa anlat?larak toplam 400 al??t?rma ve küçük s?nav ve bölüm
sonun da gramerin genel konular?n? içeren, 100 sorudan olu?an genel gramer testi verilmi?tir.
2. Bölüm: YÖKD?L S?nav Haz?rl?k Stratejileri: S?nav? olu?turan 8 bölüm içeri?i ayr? ayr?
de?erlendirilmi? ve birer örnekle anlat?larak, konuya ili?kin çe?itli stratejiler verilmi?tir. Burada
verilen stratejiler tamamen akademik anlamda ele al?nm??t?r, ancak ki?isel olarak geli?tirilmi?
olan çal??ma ve s?nav stratejilerine de?inilmemi?tir. Söz konusu stratejilerin ki?isel stratejilerle
birlikte ele al?nmas? ve uygulanmas? s?navda ba?ar? olas?l???n?n artmas?na yard?mc?
olacakt?r. 3. Bölüm: YÖKD?L Sosyal Bilimler ?ngilizce Deneme S?navlar?: Bu bölüm, kitab?n
neredeyse üçte ikisini kapsamaktad?r ve kitab?n ana unsuru denilebilir. Her biri özgün
kaynaklardan özenle seçilmi? konulardan ve kelime bilgisinden olu?an ve hiçbir yerde
yay?nlanmam?? özgün 10 adet s?navdan meydana gelmektedir. Toplam 800 soru verilmi?
olup, seçilen sözcükler, cümleler ve okuma parçalar?n?n Sosyal Bilimler alan?ndan s?nava
girecek olan adaylar?n s?nava haz?rlanmalar?nda yard?mc? olmas? hedeflenmi?tir. Özgün
Deneme S?navlar?n?n haz?rlanmas?nda, önceden ç?km?? ve yay?nlanm?? s?navlar?n temel
konular? ve sistemi özenle takip edilmi?tir. 4. Bölüm: Cevap Anahtar?: Bu bölümde, kitapta yer

alan gramer al??t?rmalar?, testleri ve YÖKD?L Sosyal Bilimler ?ngilizce Deneme S?navlar?n?n
tüm cevaplar? seçeneklerdeki ifadelerle birlikte verilmi?tir. Burada ?u husus bilhassa
vurgulamak isteriz: Deneme s?navlar?n?n çözümü a?amas?nda ve t?pk? gerçek s?nav
ortam?nda oldu?u gibi 180 dakikaya sad?k kal?narak s?nav bitmeden cevaplara hiçbir surette
önceden bak?lmamal?d?r. Gerçek s?nav ortam?nda uygulanan kural ve uyar?lar? dikkate
almak gerekir. YÖKD?L Sosyal Bilimler ?ngilizce S?nav Haz?rl?k Kitab? s?nava
haz?rlananlar?n ba?ar?lar?n? art?rmay? hedeflemektedir. Kitap, hem kendi kendine (SelfStudy) çal??mak amaçl?, hem de kurs kitab? olarak da kullan?labilmektedir. S?nava girecek
olan tüm adaylara ?imdiden ba?ar?lar diliyoruz. Kitab?n Ad?: YÖKD?L Sosyal Bilimler ?ngilizce
S?nav Haz?rl?k Kitab? Yazar: Hidayet Tuncay Yay?nevi: Tuncay Yay?nc?l?k Yay?n Tarihi:
2019 ISBN: 978-605-68604-5-4 Bask? Say?s?: 1.Bask? Dil: ?ngilizce-Türkçe Kategori:
YÖKD?L Sosyal Bilimler ?ngilizce S?navlar?’na haz?rl?k Sayfa Say?s?: 312 Cilt Tipi: Karton
Kapak Ka??t Cinsi: 1. Hamur Boyut: 19 x 27
The Abe Legacy James Brown 2021-11-17 This study of Japanese prime minister Abe Shinzô?
(2012-2020) answers three questions: How could Abe Shinzô? remain in power for nearly a
decade? What was the policy mix devised to keep voters happy yet try to promote structural
reforms and growth? What is his legacy as chief executive now that he has gone?
Challenging the Deprofessionalisation of Teaching and Teachers John Buchanan 2020-10-01
This book explores how best to invest in and nurture teachers. It examines
deprofessionalisation and reprofessionalisation in the recent developments in the
understanding of teaching and learning, including the effects of standardizing teaching,
education shaped by student satisfaction data and basic skills tests. The book focuses on
Australian context and takes on an international perspective. It investigates fundamental issues
affecting teacher quality, morale, attrition and retention, learner and teacher autonomy, and
assessment and evaluation. It encourages teachers and teacher educators to assert centrality
to teachers and question and challenge outside forces that suppress teacher autonomy and
associated agency and creativity. It challenges administrators and educational jurisdictions to
rethink their assumptions on their own capacities and limitations and teachers' capabilities to
shape education in optimal ways and the impact of outcomes of the decisions they make.
Improving a Country’s Education Nuno Crato 2020-11-23 This open access book compares
and contrasts the results of international student assessments in ten countries. The OECD’s
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) released the results of its 2018
assessment in December 2019. This book reflects the debates that typically follow the release
of these results and focuses on the causes of differences between countries. Such causes
include continuous decline in one country, improvement combined with increasing internal
inequalities in another country, or rapid improvement in spite of an outdated curriculum in yet
another. In addition, the book discusses a number of general questions: Is knowledge
outdated? Are computers taking over and replacing teachers? Are schools killing creativity? Are
we adequately preparing the next generation? Are schools failing to educate our kids? The
book starts out with a summary of PISA’s evolution and PISA results, and an explanation of the
major factors that play a role in changes in countries’ results. The next ten chapters are
devoted to ten specific countries, offering a summary of data and an explanation of the major
drives for changes in education results for each one. Each chapter includes a short description
of the country’s educational system as well as the impact of PISA and other ILSA studies on the
country’s educational policies. The chapters also include a timeline of policy measures and
main hallmarks of the country’s educational evolution, discussing the impact of these measures
on its PISA results. A final reference chapter explains what PISA is, what it measures and how.
While highlighting the 2018 results, the book also takes into consideration previous results, as
well as long-term initiatives. This book gathers the contribution of well-known and respected
experts in the field. Specialists such as Eric Hanushek, for the US, Tim Oates, for England,
Montse Gomendio, for Spain, Gunda Tire, for Estonia, and all other contributors draw on their

vast experience and statistical analysis expertise to draw a set of rich country lessons and
recommendations that are invaluable for all of those who care about improving a country’s
education system.
The Ubiquitous Presidency Joshua M. Scacco 2021 "American democracy is in a period of
striking tumult. The clash of a rapidly changing socio-technological environment and the
traditional presidency has led to an upheaval in the scope and standards of executive
leadership. Research on the presidency, although abundant, has been slow to adjust to
changing realities associated with digital technologies, diverse audiences, and new political
practices. Meanwhile, journalists and the public continue to encounter and shape emerging
presidential efforts in deeply consequential ways. This book offers a comprehensive framework
for understanding contemporary presidential communication: the ubiquitous presidency.
Presidents harness new opportunities in the media environment to create a nearly constant and
highly visible presence in political and nonpolitical arenas. They do this by trying to achieve
longstanding presidential goals, namely visibility, adaptation, and control. However, in an
environment where accessibility, personalization, and pluralism are omnipresent
considerations, the strategies presidents use to achieve their goals are very different from what
we once knew. Using this novel framework, the book undertakes one of the most expansive
analyses of presidential communication to date. A wide variety of approaches-ranging from
surveys and survey-experiments, to large-scale automated content and network analyses, to
qualitative textual analysis-uncover new aspects of the intricate relationship between the
president, news media, and the public. Focusing on the presidency since Ronald Reagan, and
devoting particular attention to the cases of Barack Obama and Donald Trump, the book
uncovers remarkable shifts in communication that test the institution of the presidency and,
consequently, democratic governance itself"-Principles of Fire Prevention David Diamantes 2020-10-19 Principles of Fire Prevention, Fourth
Edition meets and exceeds the FESHE Associate Core level course called Fire Prevention
(C0286). It will provide readers with a thorough understanding of how fire prevention and
protection programs can greatly reduce fire loss, deaths, and injuries. The Fourth Edition
features current statistics, codes, standards and references from the United States Fire
Administration, National Interagency Fire Center, National Fire Protection Association,
Underwriters Laboratories, FM Global, Insurance Service Office, and the International Code
Council. Additionally, Principles of Fire Prevention, Fourth Edition covers the elements of public
education, plan review, inspection, fire investigation, community risk reduction as well as the
logistics of staffing and financial management so that readers are fully prepared to lead
successful fire prevention programs
Gender, Religion, Extremism Katherine E. Brown 2020-07 "This volume offers a feminist
critique of counter- and deradicalization programmes, including those collected under the
umbrella of 'preventing and countering violent extremis'. Based on insights from five countries,
and examples from elsewhere, the book shows how collectively efforts rely on particular
narratives of agency, security and human rights. Putting gender at the centre of analysis
reveals a series of significant limitations in anti-radicalisation work, in construction, operation,
and evaluation. First, these programmes fail to explore or engage with how masculinity and
femininity inform the radicalisation process. As a result, they cannot successfully understand
the personal drivers or the socio-political environment of these programmes. Second, within the
operations of these programmes it becomes clear that male radicalisation is unreflectively
linked to an excessive but flawed masculinity, whilst ideas about women's radicalisation depend
on orientalist stereotypes about passivity and subjugation. Solutions for male deradicalisation
therefore hinge on particular ideals of masculinity that few men can obtain, and deradicalising
women is seen as a rescue mission. Third, the impact of these programmes derives from a
racialized paternalist logic that justifies intervention in 'ordinary lives' in the name of security, yet
fails to deliver. There is a gendered differential in the impact of counter-radicalisation measures.

Although the rhetoric of countering terrorism is often couched in a narrative of 'women's rights'
and 'liberal values', the book demonstrates the consequences are often detrimental to these
precepts. The book concludes by offering an alternative way of thinking about and
implementing anti-radicalisation efforts, rooted in a feminist peace"-Debate as Global Pedagogy Ben Voth 2021-03-15 Debate as Global Pedagogy: Rwanda
Rising illustrates that the teaching of debate offers an ideal educational approach for the
prevention and remediation of genocide. As the antithesis of propaganda, debate and argument
instruction promotes the critical thinking necessary to resist processes of propaganda that
enable injustice and human rights abuses. Case studies of argumentation instruction and
deliberative forums worldwide demonstrate how environments of discursive complexity can be
fostered through education in debate and argumentation. The central example of Rwanda
recovering from genocide in 1994 with help from innovative pedagogy by iDebate Dreamers
Academy provides a model for how argumentation instruction can reduce and prevent social
injustices.
Boarding and Australia's First Peoples Marnie O'Bryan 2021 This book takes us inside the
complex lived experience of being a First Nations student in predominantly non-Indigenous
schools in Australia. Built around the first-hand narratives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander alumni from across the nation, scholarly analysis is layered with personal accounts and
reflections. The result is a wide ranging and longitudinal exploration of the enduring impact of
years spent boarding which challenges narrow and exclusively empirical measures currently
used to define "success" in education. Used as instruments of repression and assimilation,
boarding, or residential, schools have played a long and contentious role throughout the settlercolonial world. In Canada and North America, the full scale of human tragedy associated with
residential schools is still being exposed. By contrast, in contemporary Australia, boarding
schools are characterised as beacons of opportunity and hope; places of empowerment and, in
the best, of cultural restitution. In this work, young people interviewed over a span of seven
years reflect, in real time, on the intended and unintended consequences boarding has had in
their own lives. They relate expected and dramatically unexpected outcomes. They speak to
the long-term benefits of education, and to the intergenerational reach of education policy. This
book assists practitioners and policy makers to critically review the structures, policies, and
cultural assumptions embedded in the institutions in which they work, to the benefit of First
Nations students and their families. It encourages new and collaborative approaches
Indigenous education programs. .
Carceral Con Kay Whitlock 2021-09-21 Introduction : world-making and "criminal justice
reform" -- Correctional control and the challenge of reform -- Follow the money -Criminalization, policing, and profiling -- The slippery slope of pretrial reform -- Courts,
sentencing, and "diversion" -- Imprisonment and release -- Threshold.
The Minds of Mass Killers P. Shavaun Scott 2021-10-29 Public mass killings are becoming
more common. Though the chances of being harmed or killed in a mass shooting are slim,
each incident affects the public's sense of safety. There are many myths and falsehoods
concerning mass murderers. As a result, the public lacks reliable knowledge about the reasons
behind such killings, preventing the development of comprehensive strategies to mitigate the
violence. Written by a mental health therapist with thirty years of research experience in
criminal psychology, this book clarifies the realities of mass killings. Using the research on
psychological profiling, it provides a foundation for understanding the "pathway to violence"
identified in the personal histories of many mass murderers. Drawing from criminology,
neuroscience and developmental and social psychology, the author makes the case that we are
all capable of creating a safer society.
See How We Roll Melinda Hinkson 2021-09-17 In See How We Roll Melinda Hinkson follows
the experiences of Nungarrayi, a Warlpiri woman from the Central Australian desert, as she
struggles to establish a new life for herself in the city of Adelaide. Banished from her hometown,

Nungarrayi energetically navigates promises of transformation as well as sedimented racialized
expectations on the urban streets. Drawing on a decades-long friendship, Hinkson explores
these circumstances through Nungarrayi's relationships: those between her country and kin that
sustain and confound life beyond the desert, those that regulate her marginalized citizenship,
and the new friendships called out by displacement and metropolitan life. An intimate
ethnography, See How We Roll provides great insight into the enduring violence of the settler
colonial state while illuminating the efforts of Indigenous people to create lives of dignity and
shared purpose in the face of turbulence, grief, and tightening governmental controls.
Detoxing American Schools Ernest J. Zarra III PhD 2020-10-01 Detoxing America Schools:
From Social Agency to Academic Urgency examines the issue of toxicity in public education
institutions. Today’s students are exposed to personal beliefs, lifestyle practices, and politicized
educational policies—many of which are in contrast to the values of their upbringing. The innate
toxic intentions of some teachers are revealed by their unabashed calls for students to take
sides through avenues of shaming and even civil disobedience. Schools have become vessels
of social agency. The time has come to detox American education and to call for teachers to
return to the urgent, fundamental mission of educating students academically. Too many
teachers are following the paradigm found on many college campuses, as they use prior
experience to stir up students and bring new levels of emotion into their classrooms. The
classroom environment has flipped and what was once tolerance has become the new toxic
intolerance. Fractious Americans seem addicted to the use of polarized issues as social and
emotional intoxicants. Groups are strategic in seizing upon differences to ensure augmentation
and marginalization upon ideological lines, intensified often by the flames of social media and
intolerant activism. College students emerging from Gen Z are more radicalized from their time
at college. Unless American educators agree to step back from certain poisonous rhetoric and
noxious activism, our nation will continue to lose sight of the academic urgency before us, and
with it a generation of children.
Computer Safety, Reliability, and Security António Casimiro 2020-08-19 This book constitutes
the proceedings of the 39th International Conference on Computer Safety, Reliability and
Security, SAFECOMP 2020, held in Lisbon, Portugal, in September 2020.* The 27 full and 2
short papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 116
submissions. They were organized in topical sections named: safety cases and argumentation;
formal verification and analysis; security modelling and methods; assurance of learning-enabled
systems; practical experience and tools; threat analysis and risk mitigation; cyber-physical
systems security; and fault injection and fault tolerance. *The conference was held virtually due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. The chapter ‘Assurance Argument Elements for Off-the-Shelf,
Complex Computational Hardware’ is available open access under an Open Government
License 3.0 via link.springer.com.
Waiting for Gonski Tom Greenwell 2022-03-01 Why is education in Australia failing? Where did
we go wrong, and how do we fix it? The Gonski Review seemed like a breakthrough.
Commissioned by Prime Minister Julia Gillard and chaired by leading businessman David
Gonski, the 2011 review made clear that school education policy wasn’t working, and placed a
spotlight on the troubling and growing gap between the educational outcomes of disadvantaged
children and their more privileged peers. Gonski proposed a model that provided targeted
funding to disadvantaged students based on need, a solution that promised to close the gaps
and improve overall achievement. And yet, over a decade later, the problems have only
worsened. Educational outcomes for Australian schoolchildren continue to decline, and there is
a growing correlation between social disadvantage and educational under-achievement. So
why hasn’t Gonski worked, and what should we do now? Written by teachers Tom Greenwell
and Chris Bonnor, Waiting for Gonski examines how Australia has failed its schools and offers
inspired solutions to help change education for the better. ‘A forensic and gripping analysis of
the power plays and vested interests that flipped Gonski from a needs-based, sector-blind

funding scheme to its exact opposite. Greenwell and Bonnor even dare to float some ideas
about how we might unravel the unholy mess that education funding has become.’ — Jane
Caro, novelist, writer and social commentator ‘School funding arguments cut straight to core
questions of national identity and this book is a tremendous feat of history and economics
which privileges understanding over judgment. Greenwell and Bonnor present a definitive and
clear account of how we got into this mess, and they offer bold ideas for how we might get out
of it.’ — Bri Lee, writer, journalist, activist and author of Who Gets to be Smart and Eggshell
Skull ‘Waiting for Gonski forensically maps the sweetheart deals, spin and threats that cynical
vested interests have wielded over and over to maintain their own privilege, in the process
damaging Australia’s future and throwing our most vulnerable students under a metaphorical
bus. Read it and weep. Then agitate.’ — Marion Maddox, Honorary Professor of Politics,
Macquarie University and author of Taking God to School: The End of Australia’s Egalitarian
Education? ‘When Gough Whitlam broke the stalemate on “state aid” he hoped that the
Schools Commission headed by my old mentor, Professor Peter Karmel, would provide equal
opportunity for all students, particularly for “poor Catholic kids”. Unfortunately, the powerful and
greedy private and Church lobbyists have subverted that hope. They have lobbied all
governments to protect the privileged at the expense of millions of children in public schools
and some private schools. The virtue of this book is that it places the failure of the Gonski
reforms within the larger story of state aid in Australia.’ — John Menadue, publisher of Pearls &
Irritations, who’s had a distinguished career both in the private sector and in the Public Service
‘Rigorous research compellingly presented, a sharp account of the highs and lows of the
Gonski rollercoaster. This book offers both a cautionary tale and some excellent advice: we can
do better for the nation’s schoolchildren.’ — Helen Proctor, Professor in Education History and
Policy, Sydney School of Education and Social Work, University of Sydney ‘Sometimes
education systems need to choose a new way to address old problems. That remains
Australia’s challenge. Waiting for Gonski is a must-read for all policymakers, educators, and
parents who want to know why we ended up having one of the most unequal school systems
today and how we can rebuild it so that all children will have a fair go in education that they
deserve.’ — Pasi Sahlberg, Professor of Education, Gonski Institute for Education, University of
New South Wales and author of Finnish Lessons: What can the world learn from educational
change in Finland
Talking Bodies III Michelle D. Ravenscroft 2021-07-26 The body, sexuality, and gender
continue to be subjects of much debate in contemporary culture and academia. This collection
of activist-academic essays scrutinises varied questions relating to the way we understand and
(re)present ourselves and others, and at its core represents hope and determination that a
different world is possible.
Sociology in Our Times: The Essentials Diana Kendall 2020-06-12 Kendall's SOCIOLOGY IN
OUR TIMES: THE ESSENTIALS, 12th edition, introduces you to the study of sociology through
real-life stories, told by the people who have lived them, as well as timely topics such as the
relationship between suicide, bullying and social media. The author humanizes sociology,
showing you how it is at work in society and can be applied to everyday life and the pressing
social issues we face. You'll learn how you can make a difference in your community -- and the
world. You'll also examine issues making headlines, such as the war on gun control and
policies to help prevent military suicides. Photos and videos complement the text's main themes
of diversity, the application of sociology to everyday life, global comparisons, media and social
change, particularly as it relates to social media and other forms of technology that are spurring
new ways of living and interacting. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Blurring Intelligence Crime Willem Bart de Lint 2021-03-14 This book explores the conundrum
that political fortune is dependent both on social order and big, constitutive crime. An act of
outrageous harm depends on rules and protocols of crime scene discovery and forensic

recovery, but political authorities review events for a social agenda, so that crime is designated
according to the relative absence or presence of politics. In investigating this problem, the book
introduces the concepts ‘intelligence crime’ and ‘critical forensics.’ It also reviews as an
exemplar of this phenomenon ‘apex crime,’ a watershed event involving government in the
support of a contested political and social order and its primary opponent as the obvious
offender, which is then subject to a confirmation bias. Chapters feature case study analysis of a
selection of familiar, high profile crimes in which the motives and actions of security or
intelligence actors are considered as blurred or smeared depending on their interconnection in
transactional political events, or according to friend/enemy status.
American Ingrate Benjamin Weingarten 2020-03-17 She says that America was “founded by
the genocide of indigenous people and on the backs of slaves,” and that “ignorance really is
pervasive” among Americans today. She says America must “dismantle” capitalism and
“demilitarize” U.S. foreign policy, which she sees “from the perspective of a foreigner,” tweeting
“thousands of Somalis [were] killed by…American forces…#NotTodaySatan.” She says
American support for Israel is “all about the Benjamins baby;” and that American Jews
disloyally pledge “allegiance” to Israel’s “apartheid…regime,” which has “hypnotized the world.”
She says of the 9/11 attacks: “some people did something.” Shockingly, Congresswoman Ilhan
Omar’s (D-MN) words merely scratch the surface of her hatred of America—and the West—and
divert our gaze from the nefarious actions she is taking to sabotage it from within. American
Ingrate is the defining book on the size, scope, and nature of the threat posed by
Representative Omar—the personification of the anti-American Left-Islamist
nexus—heightened by her hidden collusion with like-minded adversaries foreign and domestic,
and alleged criminality and corruption. This is a clarion wakeup call to the dangers epitomized
by Rep. Omar. For she is not merely a lone radical in Congress, but the archetype of the new
Democratic Party—and a uniquely dangerous figure at the heart of a uniquely dangerous
challenge to America.
Human Trafficking as a New (In)Security Threat El?bieta M. Go?dziak 2021-01-05 This book
challenges the rhetoric linking ‘war on terror’ with ‘war on human trafficking’ by juxtaposing lived
experiences of survivors of trafficking, refugees, and labor migrants with macro-level security
concerns. Drawing on research in the United States and in Europe, Go?dziak shows how
human trafficking has replaced migration in public narratives, policy responses, and practice
with migrants and analyzes lived experiences of (in)security of trafficked victims, irregular
migrants, and asylum seekers. .
Political Populism in the Twenty-First Century Maria Hsia Chang 2021-04-06 At the end of the
Cold War, which was ushered in by the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the West celebrated
the “end of history”—“the endpoint of mankind’s ideological evolution”—only to find itself caught
in internal conflicts of political populism. This book focuses on so-called “right wing” populist
movements and parties in democratic polities—those in Russia, Central and Western Europe,
and the United States. Central to the definition and dynamics of populism are its anti-globalism
and anti-elitism, the latter a reaction against the elites’ arrogance and dismissive contempt.
Invisible Labour in Modern Science Jenny Bangham 2022-08-15 This book explores how and
why some people and practices are made invisible in science, featuring 25 case studies and
commentaries that explore how invisibility can bolster or undermine credibility, how race,
gender, class, and nation frame who can see what, how invisibility empowers and marginalizes,
and the epistemic ramifications of concealment.
Perspectives in Male Psychology 2021-06-08 Discover a balanced perspective on men's
psychology in this accessible new resource Male psychology is a new field within the discipline
of psychology, which focuses on men and boys. Male psychology moves us towards a more
scientific and balanced understanding of the psychology of men and of boys, drawing on a
range of perspectives, and away from an overreliance on social constructionism and
preoccupations with notions such as patriarchy and privilege, too often seen in the narrative

about men. In Perspectives in Male Psychology: An Introduction, two of the most prominent
authors in this new field, Louise Liddon and John Barry, introduce and deliver an insightful
exploration of some of today's most hotly contested issues regarding men and masculinity. This
book puts forward a balanced perspective that has been missing from academic and media
narratives around topics such as child development, education, sport and exercise, the
workplace, crime, the military, health and wellbeing, mental health, therapy masculinity and sex
differences and considers the role that evolution, biology, and culture play in shaping male
behaviour. This book will also help readers to better understand some key issues such as: Why
there are controversies around sex differences research How bias in research has led to a
distorted view of the psychology of men and boys The ways in which the mental health and
other needs of men and boys are routinely overlooked In turn this helps us ask some important
questions such as: If there are more similarities than differences between men and women,
does that mean the differences are unimportant? How can we un-distort our understanding of
men and masculinity? What are the best ways of identifying and meeting the psychological
needs of men and boys? Readers, whether students or lecturers, will also benefit from the
inclusion of our companion Wiley website containing additional resources to support the
development of knowledge and understanding male psychology. Perfect for undergraduate and
graduate students in psychology, medicine, and sociology, as well as established professionals
in these and related fields, Perspectives in Male Psychology: An Introduction will also earn a
place in the libraries of anyone interested in the psychology of gender differences in various
aspects of mental health and human behaviour.
The Logic of Humanitarian Arms Control and Disarmament Nik Hynek 2020-11-10 This novel
and original book examines and disaggregates, theoretically and empirically, operations of
power in international security regimes. These regimes, varying in degree from regulatory to
prohibitory, are understood as sets of normative discourses, political structures and
dependencies (anarchies, hierarchies, and heterarchies), and agencies through which power
operates within a given security issue area with a regulatory effect. In International Relations,
regime analysis has been dominated by several generations of regime theory/theorization. As
this book makes clear, not only has the IR Regime Theory been of limited utility for security
domain due to its heavy focus on economic and environmental regimes, but it, too, heuristically
suffered from its rigid pegging to general IR Theory. It is not surprising then that the evolution of
IR Regime Theory has largely been mirroring the evolution of IR Theory in general: from the
neo-realist/neo-liberal institutionalist convergence regime theory; through cognitivism; to
constructivist regime theory. The commitment of this book is to remedy this situation by bringing
together robust power analysis and international security regimes. It provides the reader with a
theoretically and empirically uncompromising and comprehensive analysis of the selected
international security regimes, which goes beyond one or another school of IR Regime Theory.
In doing so, it completely abandons existing, and piecemeal, analysis of regimes within the
intellectual field of IR based on conventional grand/mid-range theorization.
The Great Devaluation Adam Baratta 2020-08-04 #1 Business Bestseller (Wall Street Journal,
Amazon, USA Today) The Great Devaluation may be one of the most timely books ever written
on the state of the global economy. Baratta sums it up simply enough with the following idea:
“What seems crazy in normal times becomes necessary in a crisis.” The Great Devaluation is
the #1 bestselling book that explains why the real crisis facing the world today is not the
Coronavirus. The real crisis facing the world is explosive government debt and deficits.
Governments are now left with no choice but to spend more than they make, borrow more than
they can ever repay, and devalue their currencies to cover it all up. Former Hollywood
storyteller Adam Baratta brings monetary policy to life in this follow-up to his national bestseller,
Gold Is A Better Way. You’ll learn how and why Federal Reserve polices have facilitated an
explosion in government debt and have systematically undermined the world financial system in
the name of profit. The result? An out of control system where financial inequality has become

a ticking time bomb set to blow up the global economy.
International Issues in SEND and Inclusion Alan Hodkinson 2022-09-27 International Issues in
SEND and Inclusion brings together a collection of cutting-edge researches on approaches to
special education needs and disability education, across 6 continents and within 12 countries.
Written by authors who are experts in their own countries in relation to special educational
needs and disability, the book provides a unique knowledge and understanding of different
international perspectives in special educational needs, disability and inclusion. The chapters
present extended case studies and reflect on current policy, practice and theory within that
context, challenging assumptions which can dominate the policy and practice of inclusive
education. Each of the six continents has a separate section and introduction within the book to
offer a relevant approach and context for analysis. The book will be of great interest to
academics, researchers and postgraduate students in the fields of inclusion, special
educational needs and disability, teacher education and comparative education.
I-Byte Business Services Industry 2019-09-26 This document brings together a set of latest
data points and publicly available information relevant for Business Services Industry. We are
very excited to share this content and believe that readers will benefit immensely from this
periodic publication immensely.
Real-Time and Retrospective Analyses of Cyber Security Bird, David Anthony 2020-09-04
Society is continually transforming into a digitally powered reality due to the increased
dependence of computing technologies. The landscape of cyber threats is constantly evolving
because of this, as hackers are finding improved methods of accessing essential data.
Analyzing the historical evolution of cyberattacks can assist practitioners in predicting what
future threats could be on the horizon. Real-Time and Retrospective Analyses of Cyber
Security is a pivotal reference source that provides vital research on studying the development
of cybersecurity practices through historical and sociological analyses. While highlighting topics
such as zero trust networks, geopolitical analysis, and cyber warfare, this publication explores
the evolution of cyber threats, as well as improving security methods and their sociotechnological impact. This book is ideally designed for researchers, policymakers, strategists,
officials, developers, educators, sociologists, and students seeking current research on the
evolution of cybersecurity methods through historical analysis and future trends.
Forensics Ii Harry A. Milman PhD 2022-07-24 George Washington, the former first president of
the United States, lay in his bed suffering from a high fever, a raw throat, and labored
breathing. His three physicians milled around his bed, treating Washington with blisters of
cantharides, tartar emetic, and bloodletting, removing nearly 40 percent of his total blood
volume and causing excruciating pain. When Washington finally was relieved of his misery and
died, the three doctors could not agree what caused his death. Forensics II: The Science
Behind the Deaths of Famous and Infamous People reads like a mystery novel, presenting
biographical and scientific information that helps readers understand how medical examinerscoroners utilized forensic analysis to determine the causes and manners of death of thirty-six
famous and infamous people, including Napoleon Bonaparte, a French military leader and
politician; Charles Whitman, the University of Texas tower shooter; Bruce Lee, an actor and
martial artist; Kurt Cobain, the lead singer of Nirvana; Jim Jones, a key figure in the Jonestown
massacre; Aretha Franklin, a singer-songwriter; Alexander Litvinenko, a former officer of the
Russian Federal Security Service; Jeffrey Epstein, a financier and convicted sex offender; and
many more. The book is based on a review of publicly available autopsy and toxicology reports,
published lay articles, and the scientific literature. Of the deaths reviewed, 39 percent were due
to natural causes, 19 percent were accidental, and 6 (17 percent) were suicides. The remaining
deaths comprise three cases each of homicide and justifiable homicide by police, one case of
court-mandated execution, and three cases in which the manner of death was undetermined.
Bioethics for Nurses Alisha N. Mack 2022-06-14 Recovering the foundation of faith in a

profession enduring the pressures of a rapidly changing health-care system. If you are one of
the millions of Christian nurses or nursing students in the United States, you already know that
there is no real way to separate your faith commitments from your professional vocation—nor
would you want to. Especially amid the bedlam of the COVID-19 pandemic, faith has given
countless nurses the strength to carry on and be there for their patients, one exhausting shift
after another. Bioethics for Nurses, the first book of its kind, is for nurses and nurses in training
who still believe in treating the whole person—not just their medical condition. It is for those
committed to living out the love of Jesus Christ through the warm, relational care they provide
for all hurting and vulnerable people—including those in underserved populations—each of
whom has the dignity of a human being made in the image of God. It is also for those who
rightly see themselves as crucial members of medical teams alongside doctors (and sometimes
without doctors present at all), empowered to exercise professional judgment while protecting
their consciences. With the combined wisdom of Alisha Mack, a professor of nursing with many
years of clinical experience, and Charles Camosy, an award-winning bioethicist and theologian,
Bioethics for Nurses advances a vision for a holistic Christian notion of health care with
practical applications for everyday relevance on the job. Through a series of case studies in the
second part of the book, Mack and Camosy explore the ethics of specific situations with farreaching implications for nurses working in a range of fields. In the last part, the authors reflect
on the future of nursing after COVID-19, making this an especially timely book for a pivotal
moment in the history of the profession. Now, more than ever before, the wisdom of the ancient
tradition of Christianity is needed to speak into the profound contemporary realities we are
facing together as a culture.
Modern Political Campaigns Michael D. Cohen 2021-06-15 Michael D. Cohen, a 20+ year
veteran of working on, teaching, and writing about political campaigns, takes readers through
how campaigns are organized, the state-of-the-art tools of the trade, and how some of the most
interesting people in politics got their big break
From Horror to Hope Adjunct Professor of Public Health Barry S Levy 2022-04-28 War causes
death, disability, and disease. It damages the health-supporting infrastructure, displaces
populations, violates human rights, and diverts resources. And it subsequently leads to more
violence. From Horror to Hope documents the health consequences of war, primarily for
noncombatant civilians but also for military personnel and veterans, and outlines what can be
done to minimize these consequences. Written by a public health physician engaged with this
subject for decades, the book also describes positive developments in addressing the health
impacts of war, including new initiatives to protect civilians during war, reduce gender-based
violence and mental trauma, and control the international arms trade and nuclear weapons. In
addition, From Horror to Hope profiles inspiring health professionals who are providing
healthcare for war-affected populations and participating in education, research, and advocacy
to reduce the health impacts of war. Finally, the book demonstrates how traditional public
health frameworks and new paradigms can be applied to the prevention of war and the
promotion of peace. Given the current peak in armed conflicts and the increasing threat of
future wars, From Horror to Hope provides an extremely timely overview for anyone seeking to
better understand and address the health consequences of war.
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